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May 14, 1992

U.S. Nuclear-Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2 - DOCKET
NO. 50-328 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-79 - LICENSEE EVENT REPORT
(LER) 50-328/9I)05

The enclosed lea provides details concerning the inoperability of a main
steam check valve. .This event is being reported in accordance with
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1) as an operation prohibited by technical
specifications and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(ii) as-a-condition that was outside
the design basis of the plant.

'

Sincerely,

.5 %

L. Wilson

Enclosure
cc: See page 2
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Page 2

- May 14,_1992.

cc (Enclosure):
INPO RecordsL-Center .

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 1
.

-1100 circle 75 Parkway Suite 1500-
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Mr. D. E. LaBarge.: Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

One White Flint, Ncrth.
-11555 Rockville-Pike
Rockville. Maryland 20852:

NRCLResident Inspector:
Sequoyah Nuclear: Plant:
2600 Igou_ Ferry Road:
Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee 37379-

Mr. B. A. Wilson, Project Chief.

U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II

101 Marietta. Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323._
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NRC Form 366
U.S. NUCLEAR REGUL ATORY C0ttil5510H(6-89). Approved OHO No. 3150-0104
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On April 14, 1992,

at approximately 0230 Eastern daylight time, during the Unit 2
C: cle 5 refueling outage, the Loor 3 main steam check valve (MSCV) was found stuck in| t'e open pcmition during routine n.aintenance on the valve. The valve's inoperable
condition was a result of an interference between the counter-weight arm assembly and apacking-gland stud.
free movement of the counter-weight arms was verified.After valve repacking during the Unit 2 Cycle 4 refue1.ing outage,
work instructions for packing the MSCV did ..ot provide detailed instruction forThis event occurred because themaintaining aufficient clearanet.

between the counter-weight arm assembly and the
packing-gland studs to account for axial shaft movement resulting from operationalforces and internal tolerances.
inspected and found te have adequate external clearance. Unit 1 and remaining Unit 2 MSCVs were visually
Unit 2 MSCVs were revised to ensure that proper clearance is maWork instructions for the
maintenance procedure for packing the MSCVa will be revised to

';ained . The related
details necessary to maintain sufficient valve component clearances.trovide the specific

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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101 (If store space is required, use additional NRC f ann 360A's) (17)

1. PLANT CONDITIONS

Unit 2 was in Mode 6; fuel movement had been completed.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

A. EYtnt

on April 14, 1992, at approximately 0230 Eastern daylight time (EDT), with
Unit 2 in the Cycle $ refueling outage, the Loop-3 main steam (EIIS Code SB)_
check valve (EIIS Code V) (MSCV) was found stuck in the open position during
routine maintenance on the valve. The bonnet to check Valve 2-VLV-1-625 was
removed to facilitate maintenance activities and inspection of the valve
internal components. During inspection of the valve, it was observed:that-a
1/16-luch interference between the counter-weight arm assembly and a 3/$-inch
paching-gland attd existed. The valve disk was found in the horizontal (open)
position. An attempt was made to push the disk closed without success.
Operations notified NRC of-the condition at 0327 EDT.

B. InottIAble Structureb Components. -or Systema _That_Contrib1ted to the. EYtnt

Nene.
'

O. Dates and APPID W Ut 'lmes of MajnI_.0ccurInnata

November 1, 19F, New Electric Power Research ' Institute packing was.
L installed duriag_the. Cycle-4 refueliuS outage, and'

following work activities,:the valve was' cycled-
throttgh its' f ull arc of travel with no interference.

-December 1990 The check valves were partjally stroked manually
'during unit operation in Mode 1, and no interference -

was observed.

March 13, 1992 The Unit 2 Cycle 5 refueling outage began.

April 13, 1992 The bonnet of,the Loop 3 MSCV was. removed
~

at 1030 EDT to facilitate maintenance activities.
~

;l 13, 1992 The.Techrical Support system engineer discovered4

at 1145 ED1 that an interference between a packing gland-stud and-
the. counter-weight arm existed. An attempt was made
to push the disk closed without success.

April 14 1992 NRC was notified of the inoperable condition of the-
et 0327 EDT MSCV.

-NRC form 366(6-89)-
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TEXT (!f more space is required use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

D. 01he rJys t ems _or _Se condary_Eunct 1ons_Aff c cl ed
|

None.
4

E. Method _nL111rcover:t

The condition of the Loop 3 MSCV was discovered during performance of routine
maintenance activities on the valve.

F. OperatDr_Actiona

No operator action was requiredt the unit was le -de 6.

G. Saf_ tty _.Symiem .Responac a

Not applicable - no safety system responses were required.

111. CAUSE OF Tile EVENT

A. Imediale_Causes

The valve was unable to close because of a 1/16-inch interference between the
valve's counter-weight arm assembly and a packing gland stud.

B. RooL.Cause

The work instruction for packing this valve did not contain detailed
instructions for maintaining sufficient clearance between the counter-weight arm
assembly and the packing gland stude to account for axial shaft movement. The
potential for axial movement of the valve shaft because of operational for,es
and internal component tolerances (1/16 inch between the swing-arm to bushing
and 7/32 inch between the shaft key to keyway) was not previously recognized.

C. Conttihuting.latiora
.

The specific configuration (counter-weight arm and packing-stud configuration,
internal tolerances providing potential for axial shaft movement, and turbulent
flow conditions providing lateral forces on the valve internals) is unique, or
at leact uncommon.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EVENT 4

Analytical attempts were made to determine if the packing-gland stud to swing-arm
interference would have prevented the disk from closing for an upstream main steam
line break (MSLB). Calculation results indicate.that the packing stud would not
hava broken or bent and acrordingly would not have allowed the valve to close. A
safety evaluation was performed on the affects_of the loss of the complete closure

NRC form 366(6-89)
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

ability of one check valvo. The design bases of the plant described in the Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report states that the plant has been designed for the<

uncontrolled blowdown of only one steam generator (SG). If a break were to occur in
the steam line upstream of the main steam isolstion valve (MSIV) without a
functional check valve, a two-SG blewdown would occur if an MSIV on another steam
liue failed to close. The failure of the MSIV is considered as the single failure
that is required to be assumed when evaluating any accident. A two-SG blowdown is
outside of the design basis of the plant.

An evaluation of the effects of a two-SG blowdown on the design of the plant was
performed. The evaluation showed that the eff et on pressure inside and cutside
containment, temperatures outside containment, fuel temperatures and departure from
nucleate boiling ratio, and the evaluation of a SG tube rupture would not result in
any plant design parameters being exceeded. Ilowever, the temperature inside
containment that results from steam line b'eaks on the order of 0.1 square foot
would not be enveloped by current equipment qualification temperature profiles. A
review of the margin in the equipment qualifict. tion test profiles indicates that
sufficient margin exists to demonstrate acceptable operation of 10 CFR 50.49
equipment required to mitigate a MSLB inside containment. It is therefore concluded
that, if such a break were to actually occur, automatic plant safety features and
plant operators, following the guidance in the emergency operating procedures, would
successfully mitigate the event and the loss of closure capaoility of the MSCV does
not represent a significant risk to the plant or the public.

V. CORRECTTVE ACTIONS

A. hue 111 ate _Corrnctive_Actiona

Unit 1 and other Unit 2 MSCVs were visually inspected and found to have adequate
external clearance, and additional margin wea obtained on the Unit i valves by
cutting the packing studs approximately flush with the packing nuts.

Work instructions for the Unit 2 MSCVs were revised to ensure that proper
clearance is maintained between the counter-weight arm assembly and the
packing-gland studs.

B. Cntractive_Ac11on_tn_Ernye n LRe currence

The applicable maintenance procedure will be revised, or a new procedure will be
developed to provide details necessary to v intain aufficient valve component
clearances. Because of the uniqueness of this valve and installation
configuration, it is believed no other valves exist that could experience this
condition. Ifowever, a review is being performed to determine if packing stud to
counter-weight arm clearance problems may exist on other safety-related valves
because of inadequate work instructions.

.NRC iorm 366(6-89)
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VI. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A. FaileLCaponents

Atwood & Morrill Company. 600-pound rated. 32-inch main steam check valve.

B. herious_Sitailarlyents

A review of previous events identified two LERs associated with MSCV failures.
Both LERs (327/82126 and 90024) addressed the failure of the valve disk where
the disk separated from the post. Corrective actions taken in those events
would not have prevented the event described in this LER.

VII. 00!? TID 1ENTS

Pevise the applicable maintenance procedure, or develop a new procedure to provide
detalla necessary to maintain sufficient valve component cit:arances by
Janucry 22, 1993 (which is before the next Unit 1 or Unit 2 refueling outage).

,
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